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Methodology

Citizen collaboration is an important issue in regional management work, especially in cases of land readjustment projects or urban redevelopment 
projects as it is necessary to reach an agreement with the opinion of inhabitants. Estimating the budget of projects is also a significant part in the 
preproduction phase which may affect whether the project goes ahead or not and when for the financial issues of government. Furthermore, 
visualization of urban planning has been recognized as a powerful tool for representing the vivid future of urban areas to the public, helping the 
public to participate in urban planning. Automated urban design has been widely studied and implemented for engineering designs in order to 
quickly explore different design possibilities so that the designers could have a comprehensive overview and understanding of different design 
choices through their interaction with the computing tool. However, those tools are all focus only on the morphology of urban structure and mainly 
used for urban designers, therefore implemented based on professional designing software.
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The interface of the prototype Cost & effect calculation

The change of maximum and minimum value indicate the range of result 
stabilized after 800 iterations and the range shows above.

The project cost highly depends on the volume of the public-use building. 
On the other hand, there is no significant correlation between the project 
cost and the tax revenue.
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Future population model
Future living population is simulated based on the population-household 
type aggregation data and living space data from the “Population Census 
Survey” in 2012. In this step, lots are divided into the residential part and 
non-residential part. We assume citizens only live in residential land. For 
those lots in residential use, 7 types of households are randomly 
distributed based on the ratio from the census.

The building construction cost is calculated by the unit construction price 
of building from the ‘Building Starts Survey’ and a correction parameter. 
The current unit land price is estimated from the ‘Real Estate 
Transaction-price Search Data’. The future land price is estimated based 
on a land price estimation model. We created a multi linear regression 
model using the ‘Real Estate Transaction-price Search Data’ for 10 
years(2009-2019).

A web-based prototype of a citizen-oriented digital design regional planning tool is proposed to narrow down the rough idea of regional managers. 
The tool contains a generation pattern to create the future urban form and 3D model based on user-designed parameters as well as a calculation 
pattern to export the project budget at the same time.


